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Abstract—Nowadays, Software Defined Networking (SDN) is
a potential evolving technology and considered as an innovative
network programming approach. In SDN, energy management
and load balancing are considered to be current major research
challenges. Previously, these issues are addressed in cloud environments. In this research, we propose a dual threshold load
balancing (DTLB) method for SDN environment. The DTLB
model works in four steps: process selection, destination physical
machine selection, process-physical machine assignment and
finally, process migration through docker container. Processes
and physical machines are selected based on energy consumption,
CPU utilization, and available memory and response time. The
effectiveness of the DTLB model is achieved through using the
matching technique which assigns a process to an appropriate
physical machine and docker container. The docker container is
lightweight and easy to develop while providing load balancing,
resource sharing, and fault tolerance. The simulation shows that
the DTLB model provides energy efficient load balancing with
better throughput and faster response time than that of the
traditional model without load balancing.

migration. A docker image composed of code, runtime, system
tools, and system libraries for which it can be run on any
machine having docker engine where OS migration is not
necessary (see Fig. 1). Unlike VM, the docker-image attaches
the complete filesystem that ensures that the process will
always run the same as before migration, regardless of the
environment. As illustrated in Fig. 1, it is mandatory to migrate
the guest operating system (OS) in the case of VM migration.
On the other hand, the docker container does not need to
include the guest OS in the docker image and thus, no OS
migration is necessary. Moreover, VM requires a hypervisor
over the infrastructure to run the guest OS. Thus, docker is
lightweight and the process migration using docker container
incurs lower migration cost, lesser transmit time as compared
to VM migration. Moreover, docker is open and provides good
security [9]. Therefore, we employ docker container to migrate
processes for load balancing in our proposed algorithm.

Index Terms—load balancing, SDN, DTLB, physical machine,
process migration, docker container.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software Defined Networking (SDN) opens enormous possibilities over the traditional networking by simplifying the
management tasks and gains the keen interest of the industry and research community as well [1]. In SDN research,
load balancing achieves a key emphasize due to its relevant
concerns e.g. energy consumption management, response time
improvement, throughput increment, achieving fault tolerance
and security.
Previously, many researchers implemented load balancing
scheme in cloud environment by employing Virtual Machine
(VM) migration [2], [3], [4], while others achieved load
balancing by process migration [5], [6]. With the evolution
of SDN paradigm, both VM migration and process migration
using docker are getting popular in SDN research. Both the
techniques are considered to be the potential technologies in
improving data center efficiency, such as reducing energy, cost
and balancing load [7]. Whatever may be the environment,
SDN or cloud environment, the migration of both the VM and
docker container have their own beauties but the later one has
some salient features over the previous one. Docker container
is convenient since it can be executed on any computer, under
any framework or infrastructure, and in any SDN or cloud
environment, [8] which is not possible in the case of VM
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Fig. 1. Docker container and VM Structure.

In this research, we develop a Dual Threshold Load Balancing (DTLM) model for SDN based enterprise environment.
The DTLM module works in the SDN controller to manage the
servers, physical machine, and processes running on them. It
collects system information and compares with two threshold
values to check the overload and underload conditions. The
LBM module migrates processes using docker container to
appropriate physical machine determined by one side match-
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Fig. 2. SDN system model for DTLB model.

ing. The DTLM possesses the feature of dynamic load balancing and efficient resource management, reducing energy and
memory consumption, increasing throughput measured by the
number of process completion in unit time, and portability. The
DTMI leverages the matching technique and docker container
as well.
The organization of the rest parts of the paper has the
following order. In section II, we describe the state-of-theart of load balancing techniques. We provide a system model
in section III. In section IV, the proposed Dual Threshold
Load Balancing (DTLB) model is stated. The performance
evaluation of the proposed model is presented in the section
V and the conclusion in section VI.
II. E XISTING S TUDY
VM migration is very common in a cloud environment and
many researchers have conducted research on could based VM
migration in huge extent in recent years. With the evolution
of SDN, researchers also employ VM migration in SDN
environment. The technique of process migration in SDN is
also getting popular for its various salient features.
Wang et al. [10] determine the optimal migration sequence
and transmission rate subject to minimize the total migration
time. In our research, we employ the matching strategy to find
the best assignment of a process to an appropriate physical
machine that reduces the migrations frequency and eventually enhances the performance. Zhang et al. [11] propose a
heuristic VM migration method which resumes the network
connection very fast during migration in SDN environment.
This feature facilitates fast live migration.

Namal et al. [12] develop a load balancing technique for
SDN system facilitated by flow admission control. Their model
reduces the number of unsatisfied users as well as improves
resource allocation.
Adhikari et al. [13] implement a VM migration based,
energy-aware load balancing method which uses two thresholds values for migration decision making. However, their
technique does not work in the case of a local cloud. Meanwhile, our proposed DTLB model is developed for local
SDN system which is applicable in geographically distributed
systems.
The researchers in [2] formulate a VM allocation policy
for managing resources in cloud data centers which ensures
energy efficiency and reliability quality as well. An energy
efficient load balancing technique using VM migrated is
developed in [3] for virtualized data centers. It ensures high
resource utilization and minimizes the number of migrations
as well.
A threshold based dynamic load balancing technique for
heterogeneous cloud environment is developed by Mishra et
al. [4]. The method maximizes resource utilization as well as
provides energy efficiency.
Most of the researchers mainly focus on reducing energy
consumption and load balancing. Our DTLB algorithm reduces
energy consumption and response time with the increased
amount of throughput, efficient memory management, and load
balancing.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
Let us consider an SDN based system environment powered by OpenFlow protocol as illustrated in Fig. 2, where
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there are many switches. Each of the switches is connected to an SDN controller. The switches are denoted
by SW = {SW1 , SW2 , ...., SWr }. Each switch is attached with a number of servers S = {S1 , S2 , ...., Sm }.
Each server has multiple instances of physical machines,
P M = {P M1 , P M2 , ...., P Mn } and memory units M =
linked with it. Here, the total memory
{M1 , M2 , ...., Mn } 
n
size is Msize =
i=1 Mi . Users submit their processes
timely when it is necessary and the processess are served
by the servers. Processes are assigned with the physical
machines. Each physical machine serves a set of processesses
Pi = {Pi1 , Pi2 , ...., Pik } on its associated memory unit Mi .
Each process Pi has its memory requirement mi .
We will design a dual threshold algorithm to balance the
load of the physical machines i.e. servers by migrating process
to an appropriate server.
IV. D UAL THRESHOLD L OAD BALANCING ( DTLB ) M ODEL
In this section, we design the proposed process migration
algorithm in the SDN environment. We design a Load Balancing Module (LBM) that with work in the system’s SDN
controller as illustrated in the Fig. 3. The algorithm (Alg. 1) is
a continuous process and executed in four steps: Process (P)
selection, Physical machine (PM) selection, Process-physical
machine (P-PM) assignment and Process migration using
docker container. We consider various parameters such as
memory requirement, available memory size, CPU utilization
(indicated by the load of the physical machines) and, the
response time of the physical machine to accomplish previous
four steps discussed below.
It is possible to estimate the current load or CPU utilization
of a physical machine, E(P Mi ) by its power consumption. We
employ the findings of the researchers e.g. [7], [14], [15], [16],
where they have found that the CPU utilization is linearly
related to power consumption. Their research also suffices
that seventy percent power is necessary to keep an idle server
operation. Thus, the power consumption over 70% contributes
to the server load or CPU utilization of the physical machine
P Mi and is given by:
e(P Mi ) = Ei − ηEmax

(1)

where, Emax = 250W for standard server [7], [4], Ei is
the current energy consumtion of the P Mi , and η = 0.70
[7] [13].
We normalize the load of a PM estimated in the Eq. 1 to
the range (0, 1) using min-max normalization [17] as:
E(P Mi ) =

Ei − ηEmax
(1 − η)Emax

(2)

The available or residual memory of a P Mi is determined
by the following equation:
RMi = Mi −

k

j=0

mj

(3)

k
where, j=0 mj is the currently used memory by k processes
running on P Mi .
Another parameter, response time (Ti ) measures the load of
the physical machine. The higher value of Ti indicates that
the P Mi is more overloaded. The response time of a physical
machine, P Mi is given by:
Ti = tw + te

(4)

where, tw = is the waiting time, te = is the actual executing
time. The waiting time, tw , is the queuing time and can be
taken as the average of all the processes submitted to a physical
machine. The execution time, te , is determined by dividing the
process size by PM’s CPU clock speed (BIPS or MIPS).
The term, propagation time, tp , might be included when
the P M s are placed in different geographical areas and can
be computed by dividing the process container size (MB) by
the link bandwidth (Mb/s). In our model, we have ignored
the propagation time since the P M s are placed nearby in our
system model.
A. Process (P) Selection
In this step, a candidate list of processes is selected for
migration from overloaded and/or underloaded physical machines (lines 2 - 10 in Alg. 1). The current load, L(P Mi ),
of a physical machine, P Mi , depends on parameters such as
energy consumption (or CPU utilization) and response time
combinedly and is formulated as:
L(P Mi ) = αE(P Mi ) + (1 − α)Ti

(5)

where, α ∈ (0, 1), is priority parameter between E(P Mi )
and Ti . A higher value of both the energy consumption and
response time indicates the load of the P M is higher.
The conditions for a P Mi of being either overloaded or
underloaded are determined by two thresholds (θmin , θmax )
and this suffices the name Dual Threshold Load Balancing
(DTLB) algorithm. If L(P Mi ) < θmin , the P Mi is considered
to be underloaded and all the processes running on it are
migrated to other physical machines and the P Mi is set to
sleeping state. On the other hand, if L(P Mi ) ≥ θmax , the
P Mi is overloaded and the processes with higher process ID
are selected for migration. Here, higher process ID means the
processes that have been started execution most recently.
B. Physical Machine (PM) Selection
A list of destined physical machines where the selected
processes could be migrated is selected depending upon the
available or residual memory of the server and response time
(lines 14 - 20 in Alg. 1). The P M to be selected for new
process migrated to it, it must be lightly or moderately loaded
which is determined by the value L(P Mi ) compared with
the thresholds. Furthermore, it must have enough available or
residual memory as determined by Eq. 3.
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Algorithm 1 Dual Threshold Load Balancing (DTLB) Module

C. Prcess-Physical Machine (P-PM) Assignmnet

1:

After selecting the processes for migration and the destination physical machines to migrate those processes, now we find
an appropriate process-physical Machine (P-PM) assignment
by one-sided matching [18] from processor side (lines 18 - 19
in Alg. 1). This is done to assign a process to a proper physical
machine. A preference list for processes’ side of selecting
physical machine is created according to the requirements of
the process execution on the physical machine. Requirements
include residual memory, response time, power consumption.

2:
3:

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

SDN Controller
Load Balancing
Module (LBM)

Policy
Manager

9:
10:
11:
12:

Matching
Module

13:
14:

Information
Handler

Information
Analyzer

Migration
Handler
15:
16:
17:
18:

Communication Module

19:
20:

Other Components of SDN Controller

21:
22:

Fig. 3. Load balancing module (LBM).

23:
24:
25:

D. Process Migration
Finally, the selected processes are migrated to the desired
physical machines according to the to P −P M assignment accomplished by matching technique in the previous step. Now,
the process migration is carried out using docker container
(lines 21 - 25 in Alg. 1). If there is any case of migrating all
the processes of any underloaded P M , the P M is set to be
idle or sleeping state.
The migration process is monitored and accomplished by
the Load Balancing Module (LBM) as depicted in the Fig. 3,
by working with the SDN controller. The Information Handler
collects the necessary information via Communication Module
from SDN controller. With this information, the Information
Analyzer module determines the overloaded and underloaded
status of the physical machines. Then, the Policy manager
selects the candidate processes and physical machines. The
Matching Module performs the P-PM assignment and finally,
the Migration Handler migrates the processes with the intervention of SDN controller.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We have performed a simulation with synthesized data by
executing python programmes. We compare the energy con-

26:
27:

Initialize P M s with some randomly created and assigned
processes Pij s to them
Repeat{
Get parameter information E(P Mi ), Ti , RMi , L(P Mi )
and determine which P M s need process migration comparing with a thresholds θmin and θmax .
if (No migration is necessary) then
Go to step 3 after a predefined time quantum
end if
if (any P Mi has L(P Mi ) < than θmin ) then
List all Pij s with higher process ID from the P Mi
Tag the P Mi
end if
if (any P Mi has L(P Mi ) ≥ θmax ) then
List all the processes Pij s with higher ID from the
P Mi s
end if
Collect residual memory capacity RMi of the P Mi s to
select where to migrate and compare two parameters
energy consumption and residual memory capacity of
P Mi
if (No migration is necessary) then
Go to step 3 after a predefined time quantum
else
Make preferences list of P M s for Pij based on the
energy and memory requirements
Calculate the Pij - P Mk stable matching
end if
FOR (each Pij - P Mk pair)
Migrate the Pij to the destination P Mk using Docker
container
if there is any P Mi with Tag then
Free the P Mi to idle state
end if
EndFor
}until(False)

sumption, memory usages, and throughput with the traditional
model without load balancing techniques.
A. Simulation setup
We perform simulation using Python with synthesized data
on a machine with features: Core i3, 3.90 GHz processor,
and 8 GB RAM. We create a list of 100 processes, each
having physical size randomly taken from [500, 750, 1000]
MB, containing number of instructions randomly chosen from
[500000, 1000000, 5000000], and having energy requirement
selected from [3, 5, 7, 10, 20, 25, 30] Watts.
We use 10 physical machines, each having Emax =
250W [13], [7], physical memory m = 2 GB, CPU clock
speed is randomly picked up from [1000, 2000, 25000] MIPS.
Generally, a physical machime is 100% utilised if its power
consumption is Ei = 250 W and an idle physical machine
consumes 70% of the maximum energy, Emax .
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Fig. 4. Energy Consumption.

Fig. 5. Memory usage.

We assume that the threshold value θmin = 0.25 and
θmax = 0.80 for our experimets. The process arival time is
generated by Poisson distribution with λ = 25ms.
B. Result Analysis
In order to perform the result analysis, we compare the
result of our DTLB model with that of the Traditional model
without load balancing. Here, we consider three parameters
for performing analysis e.g. energy consumption (CPU utilization), memory usage, and throughput.
1) Energy consumption: We have measured the CPU utilization of physical machine, P Mi , in terms of energy consumption. The Fig. 4 depicts that the DTLB model outperforms the traditional model with the increased number of
physical machines and process arrival with time. That means
our algorithm ensures the elevated CPU utilization with the
increase of physical machines and processes over time.
2) Memory usage: The memory usage is related to energy
consumption and response time as well. The lower the memory
usage, the lesser the power consumption and the better the
response time. The experimental result shows that our DTLB
model utilizes about four times less amount of memory as
compared to the traditional model as illustrated in the Fig.
5. Less memory utilization means lower transmission time
which would be convenient if the physical machines are placed
geographically apart. Thus, our model is scalable to long
distanced system architecture as well.
3) Throughput: We measure the throughput in terms of the
number of process completion over time. Here, throughput is
also the measurement of load balancing and better response
time indirectly. So the number of completed processes indicates better load balancing and attractive response time. The
Fig. 6 also depicts that our algorithm provides almost two
times better throughput than that of the traditional model.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a Dual Threshold Load Balancing
(DTLB) model for SDN based enterprise system. The DTLB

Fig. 6. Throughput (Number of process execution over time).

model selects processes from overloaded and underloaded
physical machines and migrates to some appropriate physical
machines. In order to select the best physical machine to
migrate a process, it applies the popular matching strategy.
Finally, it migrates the processes using docker containers. The
DTLB provides the best P-PM assignment by matching and
ensures less transmission cost, energy consumption, memory
usage while improving throughput and load balancing. It also
provides portability, fault tolerance, and security for using
docker container.
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